PRESS RELEASE: FOR IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION
Millennium Space Systems Begins Production on the First Commercial ALTAIRTM Spacecraft
One Year to Launch for Software Defined Satellite
EL SEGUNDO, California — August 5th, 2015: Millennium Space Systems proudly announces the
first commercial ALTAIRTM spacecraft is now in production. ALTAIRTM I further validates DARPA’s
original SeeMe vision of game-changing affordability and responsiveness, coupled with high
performance mission capability – ALTAIRTM leverages Millennium’s SeeMe design, taking the next
steps to make it a reality.
ALTAIRTM I’s flexible 27U form factor operationalizes the cubesat concept by enabling increased mission capability while
leveraging many of the beneficial cost and schedule savings inherent in the existing cubesat form factors. ALTAIRTM I continues
Millennium’s commitment to further vertically integrating the company with the flight demonstration of several internally
developed subsystem components.
ALTAIRTM represents a new era in space mission design and how satellites are designed, developed, tested, and fielded. ALTAIRTM
serves military, civil, and commercial needs, balancing extreme affordability, performance, and schedule responsiveness.
Millennium’s new spacecraft bus line provides a tool to demonstrate high-risk and cutting-edge technologies on-orbit for
price points not replicated or proven elsewhere. ALTAIRTM is highly adaptable and responsive with an ever-changing fiscal
environment and technical directions, allowing customers to demonstrate new and enabling capabilities in significantly
shorter time frames, long before the technologies become outdated.
Coincident with the start of the ALTAIRTM spacecraft production, Millennium Space Systems will announce the launch of MyALTAIR.
com on August 7th, 2015, a user interactive site designed to customize mission concepts based on Millennium’s ALTAIRTM small
space platform. The site is designed as an easy-to-use mission concept tool for mission planners, commercial entrepreneurs,
principal investigators and anyone who dreams of affordably venturing to space, where the user can select from an array of mission
parameters, payloads, CONOPS and communication paths.

ABOUT MILLENNIUM SPACE SYSTEMS
Millennium Space Systems is a privately held, employee-owned company founded in November 2001, providing alternative,
relevant and affordable solutions to today’s aerospace challenges. The company designs flight systems and develops mission
and system solutions for the Intelligence Community, Department of Defense, National Aeronautics & Space Administrations,
and commercial customers.
More Information about Millennium Space Systems: www.millennium-space.com.
More About ALTAIRTM: www.myaltair.com
Interested in ALTAIRTM as a more affordable and turnkey capability to get you mission flow?:
www.millennium-space.com/bootstrap
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